Recent clinical and experimental studies of the congenital long QT syndrome (LQTS) have shown that the triggers of the ventricular tachyarrhythmias (VTA) and the response to therapeutic interventions vary among the genetically defined subtypes of LQTS.1,2 For example, most cardiac events in LQT1 patients are associated with increased sympathetic activity and β-blocker treatment is considered useful in preventing VTA in this group of patients.3,4 On the other hand, VTA in the LQT3 syndrome are bradycardia-dependent and β-adrenergic blocker therapy appears to have limited efficacy in this population.4,5 However, in recent clinical studies, 30–35% of VTA in LQT3 patients occurred during exercise or emotional stress, suggesting an arrhythmogenetic role played by increased sympathetic activity in LQT3 as well.3 Although mexiletine causes a greater QT interval shortening in LQT3 syndrome than in other subtypes of LQTS,6,7 a correlation between the degree of QT interval shortening and the therapeutic effects of mexiletine has not been established.

Using an animal model of LQTS, we focused on arrhythmogenic mechanisms during periods of autonically mediated transient heart rate acceleration in a canine anthopleurin-A model of LQT3 syndrome. Using plunge needle electrodes, transmural unipolar electrograms of the left ventricle were recorded from endocardial (Endo), mid-myocardial (Mid) and epicardial (Epi) sites. The activation–recovery interval (ARI) was measured to estimate local refractoriness. The cardiac cycle length was gradually shortened by cessation of vagal stimulation (vagal stimulation protocol (VSP)), and intramural electrograms and onset mode of ventricular tachyarrhythmias were analyzed in 7 experiments. The VSP was performed 8 times before and 5 times after administration of mexiletine in each experiment. Before mexiletine, vagal stimulation slowed the heart rate and created large transmural ARI dispersion because of a greater ARI prolongation at Mid rather than Epi/Endo sites. After cessation of vagal stimulation, unipolar electrograms started to show ARI alternans and ventricular premature beats developed sporadically. Sustained ventricular tachyarrhythmias were induced in 12 of the 56 trials of the VSP. Initiation of ventricular tachyarrhythmias was associated with delayed conduction at Mid/Endo sites. Mexiletine attenuated transmural ARI dispersion, and neither ARI alternans nor ventricular tachyarrhythmias was observed during all 35 trials of the VSP after mexiletine administration. Heart rate acceleration induced by an abrupt shift to a state of predominant sympathetic activity enhances arrhythmias in this LQT3 model. Mexiletine homogenizes ventricular repolarization, suppresses premature complexes and was antiarrhythmic during ventricular tachyarrhythmias induced by the VSP. (Circ J 2003; 67: 263–268)
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Methods

Surgical Preparation

The study was approved by the Animal Studies Subcommittee of the Institutional Review Board, and confirmed with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the US National Institutes of Health. Experiments were performed in 7 beagles (10.0–14.0 kg), which were anesthetized with...
sodium thiopental (17.5 mg/kg intravenous bolus, followed by a maintenance dose of 5.0 mg·kg⁻¹·h⁻¹), intubated, and artificially ventilated. Catheters were inserted into the femoral vein for administration of fluids and drugs, and into the femoral artery to monitor blood pressure. Leads I, II and aVF of the surface electrocardiogram (ECG) and blood pressure were continuously monitored. The heart was exposed via a midline sternotomy. Core temperature was maintained constant at 37°C with a thermostatically controlled thermal blanket. Saline warmed to 37°C was regularly applied to the heart to moisten and prevent cooling of the epicardial surface. Upon completion of the experiment, ventricular fibrillation was induced electrically under general anesthesia, and the heart was excised.

Recording and Pacing Electrodes
Four plunge needle electrodes were inserted in the basal region of the lateral left ventricular wall, where experimental models have shown there is prominent M-cell-like activity.⁸,⁹ Each 21-gauge stainless steel needle had 8 polyamide-coated tungsten wire electrodes, 50 μm in diameter, separated by 1 mm. The most proximal electrode was located approximately 0.5 mm from the epicardial surface, and unipolar electrograms across the left ventricular walls from epicardial (Epi), mid-myocardial (Mid) and endocardial (Endo) sites were recorded simultaneously. The most proximal and distal plunge electrode sites were used as representative Epi and Endo layers, respectively, and the electrode in between, which recorded the longest activation–recovery interval (ARI) at baseline, was representative of the Mid layer. The ARI was calculated as the interval between the time of minimum first derivative of the intrinsic deflection of the QRS complex and the maximum first derivative of the T wave of unipolar electrograms.¹⁰,¹¹ Previous studies in this experimental model have shown that the ARI from unipolar electrograms closely approximates the local effective refractory period regardless of the T wave morphology.⁷,¹²

In the present study, the cardiac cycle length was lengthened by vagal stimulation, performed via a 75 μm silver wire inserted into the right cervical vagosympathetic trunk.⁸,¹² Square pulses, 0.3 ms in duration and 0.5–1.0 V in strength, were delivered at a frequency of 20 Hz. The heart was paced from bipolar silver wire electrodes inserted in the right ventricle. Pacing pulses 2.0 ms in duration were delivered by a programmable cardiac stimulator at twice the diastolic threshold.

Data Acquisition
In each experiment, 32 transmural unipolar electrograms (8 electrodes×4 needles) were amplified and filtered at a fixed high-pass setting of 0.05 Hz, and an adjustable low-pass setting of 500 Hz. Analog data were digitized at a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz (F-tech Co., Ltd, Niigata, Japan). The digitized signals were stored in a personal computer. The ARI was calculated from each unipolar electrogram, and the ARI dispersion of the ventricle was analyzed as transmural ARI dispersion (ARID), defined as the maximum ARI difference among 8 unipolar electrograms in each needle electrode. Because 4 needle electrodes were inserted in each experiment, 28 data points (4 needles×7 experiments) were available for statistical analysis of ARI in each layer of the ventricle and transmural ARID.

Drug Administration
To simulate LQT3, anthopleurin-A, dissolved in sterile...
saline, was administered as a 5μg/kg intravenous bolus, followed by a maintenance dose of 0.2μg·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹. Mexiletine, 2mg/kg, was administrated intravenously over a few seconds.

**Study Protocol and Data Analysis**

The cardiac cycle length was initially increased by onset, then gradually decreased by cessation of electrical vagal stimulation. The vagal stimulation protocol (VSP) has recently been described. In the present study, the VSP was repeated 8 times before and 5 times after administration of mexiletine in each experiment, and intramural repolarization and activation pattern and the initiation pattern of VTA during heart rate acceleration were analyzed. The ARI and transmural ARID were compared before and after administration of mexiletine during ventricular pacing at a cycle length of 1,000 ms.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t-test, Fisher’s exact test and analysis of variance. A p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Values are presented as mean±SD.

**Results**

**Intramural Repolarization Pattern During a Transition Period of Heart Rate Acceleration**

Vagal stimulation induced a slow ventricular escape rhythm (cycle length 800–1,500 ms) and prolonged ARI at all sites (Fig 1A). A large transmural ARID was created during bradycardia because of greater ARI prolongation at Mid than at Epi/Endo sites. After cessation of vagal stimulation, the cardiac cycle length gradually shortened to the control level, but intramural unipolar electrograms started to show ARI alternans (Fig 1B). During ARI alternans, the magnitude of ARI oscillation was greater at Mid sites, which was associated with the development of a cycle-to-cycle reversed gradient of ventricular transmural repolarization. ARI alternans persisted for more than 1 min, then gradually subsided.

**Initiation of VTA**

Premature complexes developed during the transition period of heart rate acceleration (2.2±2.0 beats for each VSP, range 0–10 beats), and VTA were induced in 12 of 56 (21%) attempts of the VSP (Table 1). No VTA was observed after the heart rate had returned to the control level (136±9 beats/min). Furthermore, as reported previously, bradycardia-dependent spontaneous VTA were also observed in all 7 experiments during vagal stimulation, suggesting an enhanced susceptibility to arrhythmias during this period. Fig 2 shows surface ECG leads I and aVF, and the transmural electrograms illustrating VTA occurring during ARI alternans in the transition period of heart rate acceleration. A single premature ventricular complex (PVC) infringes on the large spatial dispersion of ventricular repolarization in a cycle with a longer QT interval. Activation of the PVC shows delayed conduction at several Mid sites and triggers the VTA. Fig 3, obtained from a different experiment, shows surface ECG leads I and II, and selective transmural left ventricular electrograms from 2 neighboring needle electrodes. Several PVCs occur after cessation of vagal stimulation and the last one triggers a VTA. The QRS configuration and coupling interval of the PVCs are nearly identical on the surface ECG. However, a longer cycle of 990 ms between the last 2 sinus events provides a longer preceding diastolic interval for the last cycles. This longer diastolic interval results in a prolonged ARI of the last sinus cycle, such that the last PVC, though its coupling interval is identical to that of previous PVCs, creates new delayed conduction at several Mid/Endo sites and initiates VTA. Unipolar electrograms from 2 needle electrodes show similar intramural activation and repolarization patterns, as the needle electrodes are inserted within a small area of the left ventricular free wall.
Antiarrhythmic Effects of Mexiletine

Mexiletine markedly shortened ARI at all sites (Table 2, Fig 4). Before mexiletine, ARI at Epi was shorter than at Mid/Endo sites, though there was no significant difference in ARI among the 3 layers of the ventricle after drug administration. Mexiletine attenuated ARID from 92±11 to 30±10 ms (p<0.0001) at the ventricular paced cycle length of 1000 ms, which was caused by a greater shortening of ARI at Mid/Endo rather than Epi sites (Endo: −31.0±9.7%, Mid: −32.1±8.8%, Epi: −24.0±8.5%, p=0.0019). Systolic and diastolic blood pressures decreased non-significantly from 123±14 to 112±10 mmHg and from 63±8 to 59±7 mmHg, respectively, after mexiletine. Likewise, heart rate was not different before (136±9 beats/min) versus after (130±12 beats/min) mexiletine.

After mexiletine administration, the VSP was performed 5 times in each experiment. Neither ARI alternans nor VTA was induced by any of the 35 attempts (12/56 times before vs 0/35 times after mexiletine, p=0.003) (Table 1). A similar change in heart rate was induced by VSP before and after mexiletine, but only a few premature beats were observed during the transition period of heart rate acceleration after mexiletine (0.4±0.7 complexes in each VSP, range 0–3 complexes).

Discussion

Heart Rate Acceleration by VSP

In previous studies, a faster heart rate associated with sustained sympathetic stimulation decreased transmural dispersion of ventricular repolarization and suppressed VTA in the LQT3 syndrome.14–16 However, abrupt increases in sympathetic activity may have arrhythmic effects,17 because several episodes of VTA in LQT3 syndrome have been observed in association with exercise or emotional stress, and because β-adrenergic blockade has some protective effects.4 To further study the arrhythmic effects of heightened sympathetic activity in LQT3 syndrome, clinically relevant experimental conditions were created in the present study by cessation of vagal stimulation such that a state of predominant sympathetic activity was created.

Table 2 ARI and ARID Before and After Mexiletine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
<th>Before vs After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endo</td>
<td>530±94</td>
<td>360±46</td>
<td>p&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>555±101</td>
<td>371±47</td>
<td>p&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epi</td>
<td>464±90</td>
<td>348±45</td>
<td>p&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>p=0.0017</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARID</td>
<td>92±11</td>
<td>30±10</td>
<td>p&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n=28 (4 needles x 7 experiments).

ARI, activation–recovery interval; ARID, transmural activation recovery interval dispersion; Endo, endocardial site; Mid, mid-myocardial site; Epi, epicardial site.

It is well known that an abrupt shortening of the cardiac cycle length by rapid pacing can induce repolarization alternans in various experimental conditions.18,19 Attention has been focused on this phenomenon, which is believed to amplify the underlying dispersion of repolarization and represent a precursor of tachyarrhythmias.20,21 However, in clinical cases, heart rate changes gradually depending on autonomic activity. In the present study, transmural electrograms showed ARI alternans during gradual shortening of the cardiac cycle similar to that observed in rapid pacing models,8,19,22 and a large spatial and temporal dispersion of ventricular repolarization was created. Different magnitudes of ARI oscillations in each layer of the ventricle were associated with the development of a large transmural dispersion of ventricular repolarization,19,22 probably because of differences in restitution kinetics and the diastolic intervals in each layer of the ventricle, resulting in a different restitution pattern within the same cardiac cycle.19,23 As additional arrhythmic factors, abnormal automaticity and/or delayed afterdepolarization, enhanced under conditions of predominantly sympathetic activity, seemed to cause VTA-triggering premature beats during heart rate acceleration. Our results suggest that, as during bradycardia,12 arrhythmogenesis in the LQT3 model is promoted during the transition period of heart rate acceleration, and suppressed by continued faster, control-level sinus cycle length.

Therapeutic Effects of Mexiletine

Mexiletine causes a greater QT interval shortening in the LQT3 than in the LQT1 and LQT2 syndromes.5–7 Though a shortening of the QT interval may indicate a decreased arrhythmogenic potential in the heart, the correlation between QT interval shortening and protection against VTA has not been firmly established. The VTA of LQTSs are usually not predictably reproduced by conventional protocols, including programmed electrical stimulation, β-adrenergic stimulation and exercise, making comparisons of the degree of inducibility before and after therapeutic interventions unreliable.24,25 However, in the present study, no VTA was induced by VSP after administration of mexiletine, an observation associated with ARI shortening and attenuation of transmural ARID. Although the inducibility of VTA was not high before mexiletine (21%, 12/56 attempts of VSP), it seems plausible that their complete suppression after mexiletine was attributable to an antiarrhythmic effect of the drug. A decrease in the number of premature beats during heart rate acceleration was also associated with VTA suppression. Previous experimental studies have reported that mexiletine is effective in suppressing abnormal automatic activity of Purkinje fibers.26 Furthermore,
mexiletine may counteract the effect of anthopleurin-A, which increases the net inward current, and may explain the decreased number of premature beats after its administration. Although we used the same VSP in all experiments, the number of premature beats and the process of heart rate acceleration were not identical in each attempt, under the same experimental conditions, or across the 7 experiments, probably as a result of variable parasympathetic and sympathetic activity during each episode. The arrhythmogenic effects of mexiletine may have involved, at least in part, inhibition of sympathetic nerve traffic in the ventricle, but the power of sympathetic and parasympathetic activity was not evaluated in each attempt of the VSP, so the detailed mechanism of the development of premature beats and its modification by mexiletine were not entirely clarified by this study.

Clinical Implications

In some patients with LQT3 syndrome, transient heart rate acceleration caused by an abrupt shift to a state of predominant sympathetic activity increases the heterogeneous distribution of ventricular repolarization and induces triggered premature beats, resulting in the initiation of VTA. Therefore, β-adrenergic blockade, which can modulate this process of heart rate acceleration and suppress the premature beats, has the potential to be therapeutic in some LQT3 patients. Though it is important to assess the therapeutic effects of β-adrenergic blockade, unfortunately they were not undertaken in this study. Mexiletine, which homogenizes the distribution of ventricular repolarization and suppresses premature ventricular complexes, may have additional antiarrhythmic effects against VTA during periods of heart rate acceleration.

Study Limitations

The distribution of M-cells is heterogeneous, such that the limited recording electrodes and small recording area may have underestimated the heterogeneity of ventricular repolarization. Furthermore, the steepest repolarization gradients between the surface of the epicardium and the deep subepicardium are difficult to resolve with unipolar electrograms that begin at a depth of 0.5 mm, a technical limitation that may also underestimate the transmural repolarization gradient.

The effects of mexiletine were studied after a single dose. Different doses of mexiletine likely have different effects on VTA inducibility and transmural ARID. The VSP should be attempted 8 times after mexiletine, but we only measured it 5 times. Several mutations have been reported in the genes of LQTS and the clinical characteristics of LQTS vary depending on each mutation. Therefore, experimental studies of drug efficacy using these models are limited in their ability to test the clinical usefulness of therapeutic interventions in all forms of LQTS.

In the present study, we could not measure sympathetic and vagal activity during the transition period of heart rate acceleration. Because heart rate acceleration itself may be associated with arrhythmogenesis during this period, we need to measure the alteration of autonomic tone in future experiments. Spectrum analysis of the body surface ECG may provide some additional information of autonomic activity during the heart rate acceleration period. Moreover, as well as β-adrenergic stimulation, β-adrenergic activity may act arrhythmogenically in the transition period of heart rate acceleration. In congenital LQTS patients, we recently reported beneficial effects of β-adrenergic blockade. Therefore, the effects of both α- and β-adrenergic blockade on VTA related to the VSP should be studied in future experiments.

Mexiletine appears to have a beneficial effect in LQT3 patients, though its long-term efficacy has not been confirmed in clinical studies. Finally, further studies in a larger study population are required for a detailed analysis of the arrhythmogenic potential of abrupt changes in autonomic activity and the therapeutic effects of mexiletine in the LQT3 syndrome.
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